
The MDV-100 will effectively separate ozone bubbles from the ozonated water produced by the Solar Eclipse. 
When the flow enters the MDV-100, the ozone bubbles are allowed to float up and accumulate at the top 
as the water exits out the bottom. The separated ozone passes through a float valve and is sent through a 
carbon destruct and neutralized to safely vent to the atmosphere.

The MDV-100 should be used in all indoor, covered, and vinyl lined pools where there is a Solar Eclipse 
installed. It can also be used in outdoor applications to eliminate bubbles in your return flow.

InstallatIon: 
1. Plumb the MDV-100 downstream of the Solar Eclipse as seen in Figure 1. The MDV-100’s inlet and outlet 

fittings are 2” FNPT, use the correct fittings to plumb into the circulation loop. Refer to Figure 2 for footprint 
and clearance dimensions before placing the MDV-100 on your equipment pad.
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Figure 2: Critical Dimensions

Figure 1: system View
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2. Thread the Vent assembly into the top of the housing as shown in Figure 3. Install the Vent assembly 
using a wrench on the Bushing and tighten until the pipe threads are adequately seated. Do NoT thread 
the Vent assembly into the housing by hand as this can damage the vent.

3. after the Vent assembly has been installed, look at the “oPEN/cloSED Indicator” to verify that it is in the 
oPEN position. If the valve is cloSED, rotate it into the oPEN position by holding the brass section with 
one hand and turning the black section with the other hand.

4. Mount the carbon Destruct to the Destruct Bracket with the two Mounting Screws provided as shown in 
Figure 3.

5. connect the ozone Tube and Exhaust Tube using the Tube clamps as shown in Figure 3. Tubing clamps 
should be tightened behind the hose barb feature for proper attachment.

6. The Exhaust Tube will release small amounts of condensation and carbon under normal operation. To 
avoid water or carbon stains, route the Exhaust Tube to divert the condensation to a suitable location. 
If the Exhast tube develops a steaded drip, Valve assembly may need service. Please call DEl 
Customer service for further information at 1-800-676-1335 ext.232.

note: In cases where the MDV-100 is located above the water line, you will see bubbles in your 
return line upon startup. the bubbles will stop once the MDV-100 fills with water.
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Figure 3: assembly Components


